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The Way of Tarot
Maybe Lenormand honors the Lenormand tradition
with stylized illustrations that convey the core
meaning at the heart of each card. Expanding the
36-card Petit Lenormand, designer Ryan Edward has
created 16 additional cards to complete a 52-card
pack, following the heritage of fortune telling cards
based on playing card decks. Set includes 72-page
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illustrated guidebook with keywords, meanings and
instructions for reading with either 36 or 52 cards.

Tarology
This book depicts manifestations of folk magic, black
magic, and practical magic as courage and everyday
wisdom, and it demonstrates how reading cards can
entice us to concrete magical action. It thus goes
beyond reading cards for personal and spiritual
growth and demonstrates how the cards create
connections between people, from the living to the
dead. It talks about objects magically landing in your
kitchen, family secrets that get untangled in
necromantic sessions, power and how we use it. At
the heart of the book is a guide to storytelling and
spellcrafting with cards, demonstrating the
transformative power of stories that makes us skillful
in the arts of asking, knowing, and having. Fully color
illustrated with the unique and rarely seen Marseille
cards of Carolus Zoya (ca. 1790), and accompanied
also by the author's original art, the book is a delight
to the eye.

The Tarot
This is one of the best resources for understanding
the Tarot's mystical symbolism. It includes an
updated history based on Place's The Tarot: History
Symbolism and Divination, which "Booklist" said "
may be the best book ever written on the tarot." This
edition adds color illustrations of key works and
comparative illustrations from the Renaissance, from
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alchemical texts, from ancient Egypt, and from occult
sources. It views the Tarot as a 500-year visual
conversation between artists, mystics, and occultists.
The work is based on the 2010 Tarot exhibition at the
LA Craft and Folk Art Museum, curated by Place, and
includes the Visconti-Sforza Tarot, the 1st Italian
printed deck, the oldest Tarot of Marseille, The 1st
occult reference, the 1st occult Tarot, the 1st modern
Tarot, the 1st New Age Tarot, and examples from
popular modern decks including the Twilight Tarot,
the Legacy Tarot, the Deviant Moon Tarot, the
Annotated Tarot of the Sevenfold Mystery, and Place's
Alchemical Tarot.

Tarot Triumphs
The Vampire Tarot ties the tales and mythic figures
associated with the vampire legend to the equally
iconographic figures and forms of the tarot. This book
explores the history of the vampire starting with Bram
Stoker's classic 1897 novel, Dracula, as well as those
writings that inspired Stoker and the vampire lore that
derived from it. Stoker and his most famous work
were both closely tied to the classic Rider-WaiteColeman tarot. Now, author-illustrator Robert M. Place
brings these two mythic traditions together with this
extensively researched book that guides the reader
through the subtleties and parallels within The
Vampire Tarot, providing a guide for getting the most
out of reading. Sure to delight not only tarot devotees
but the general fan of the vampire mythos as well.

Maybe Lenormand
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Focusing on the major arcana, or trumps, of the
Marseilles Tarot, the aim of this book is to encourage
the reader to experience the tarot in a direct, fresh,
and uncluttered way. Key points: Focuses on the 22
trumps, or the major arcana of the tarot Offers advice
on how to study each card and find its unique
significance Provides instructions for laying out and
reading the cards Explores the tarot in terms of
history, divination, symbolism, and esoteric traditions
This exploration of the major arcana includes "The
Fool's Mirror," a new method for laying the cards out,
as well as hints for using the tarot to gain deeper
levels of awareness. Cherry Gilchrist offers ways to
approach each card, absorb it, and understand its
essence. Readers are encouraged to relate this
essence to personal experience as the most enduring
and rewarding way to prepare for reading the cards.

Tarot
Untold Tarot
This book describes the philosophy and the use of
Aleister Crowley's Thoth Tarot, a deck of Tarot cards
designed by Crowley and co-designed and painted by
Lady Frieda Harris. The Thoth Tarot has become one
of the best-selling and most popular Tarot Decks in
the world. It is also one of the most original
interpretations of the tarot, incorporating astrological,
numerological, Egyptian, and Qabalistic symbolism.
While there are many other useful guides to this
famous tarot deck, there are no others that explain
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the deck in its designer's own words. The book is
divided into four major parts: * Part One: The Theory
Of The Tarot. * Part Two: The Atu (Keys or Trumps). *
Part Three: The Court Cards. * Part Four: The Small
Cards. Part One is further divided into three chapters;
Part Two into two chapters and an appendix; Part
Three into one chapter; and Part Four into one
chapter. The book includes a list of plates depicting
the Tarot cards as seen by Crowley and Harris.

The Book of Thoth (Egyptian Tarot)
The Tarot of Lady Victoria Westwood—1893 Using the
evocative, whimsical, and richly detailed art of Walter
Crane and Earnest Fitzpatrick, the Harmonious Tarot
invites you to experience the Victorian world of the
mythical Lady Victoria Westwood. With artistic beauty
and an experiential story line, this deck will be right at
home at the finest high tea in a typical English
cottage's gardenor at your next reading! As Lady
Westwood describes the cards, you'll feel enchanted
with the charming feel of a hand-painted tea cup or
maidens fanning a goddess. But don't mistake this for
a simple "art deck." This one has powerful insight that
will add to your divinatory skills. Death, for example,
is shown dancing, not riding. He's now an active
character from whom there is no escape. A woman on
the 7 of cups holds a mirror and see herself as aged,
a fascinating addition to the usual meaning of
"daydreams, fantasies, and imagination" given to this
card. The borders show typical Victorian decorative
flowers, and the backs are intense, mirrored mazes
like rugs or wall hangings that are ideal as focal
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points for meditation and pathworking. This deck has
a delicate, non-threatening softness to it making it
ideal for beginners. It's perfect for asking warm,
friendly, and gentle questions. It's subtlety and
whimsy makes this deck great for more experienced
Tarot workers, too, allowing you to bring forth new
insights and realizations. Like the Victorians, it's
depth is often more than is apparent on the surface. A
great deck to have and use.

The Hidden Magdalene in The Tarot de
Marseille
This book focuses on four writers' use of divination as
inspiration for their works. Italo Calvino, Robert
Browning, W.B. Yeats, and Rachel Pollack offer an
intertwined discourse on love and death that the
author of this book traces through a discourse on
poetics, magic, occultism, hermeticism, esotericism,
shamanism, and divination.

Marseille Tarot Deck: Cartomancy for
Beginners
The Universal Tarot of Marseille—named after the
royal French city where it was first produced-takes us
to the fascinating origins of tarot. This reproduction's
enhanced clarity and color breathe new life into the
historical images, which date back to 1751.

Divination with Cards
Here's how to get 3 to 5 times more information from
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each spread you cast right now: Ask better questions,
do all of your pre-spreadwork, and verify the accuracy
of your spread before you start making any
predictions.Advanced Tarot Secrets illustrates, stepby-step, how to do all of this. You are about to learn
how to spot patterns in spreads, find spreads hiding in
the spreads you already use, and how cards interact
with each other. This book reveals the advanced
spread techniques and trade secrets used every day
by the top psychics in the world. It is ahow-to-do-it
handbook for the professional who charges $100 to
$1,000 an hour to wealthy clients who expect results.
These skills are essential if you are going to read for
celebrity or corporate (or government) clients.
Improve your accuracy and strengthen your intuition
by practicing the 11 new exercises and playing the 6
new games detailed in this book. You will learn how
to: Find lost items and missing people with the Tarot
Manifest practically anything you desire out of thin air
using your cards Read the distant past (and future);
great for solving mysteries—and crimes Solve
problems and brainstorm with the Tarot Overcome
writer's block and master storytelling in the section
specifically for authors The Tarot is not a parlor game.
In the hands of a master it is a research tool used to
read the future and rewrite the events to be. This
book is the official textbook for theHouse of White
mystery school and it will take your readings to a
level of mastery that puts you head and shoulders
above most Tarot readers you will ever meet. There is
no guesswork involved with the Tarot, or this book.
There are time-tested techniques that work, and it is
time that you learn and use them.Advanced Tarot
Secrets picks up from where The Easiest Way to Learn
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the Tarot—Ever!! left off. You build on the knowledge
you already have to deepen your bond with your
cards and make them reveal layers of information
from the same exact spreads you are using right now.
We start you off by learning and doing new exercises,
all designed to strengthen your intuition. These
simulate the exact methods you use in “real life”
readings, and make you infinitely more comfortable
reading for other people. Next we introduce you to 6
new games that teach you how to see the various
layers of meaning each card offers, and how cards
interact in a spread. These games help you
understand how the Tarot reflects the intricacies of
daily life: In a simple ten-card spread you can see
more details than three other people reading the
same spread. Next come advanced spread basics and
advanced spread techniques. Here you apply
everything you learn in the exercises and games:
Quick and easy ways to clear your deck between
clients (useful at parties or working psychic fairs and
hotlines) Why every spread needs a protagonist How
to instantly verify the accuracy of your spread (no
more bad readings—ever) How to modify your
favorite spread to meet your needs for each reading
Hidden spreads, spread patterns and themes, the four
passes through a spread every reading should have
When to use clarification or expansion cards, how to
read cards face down—and why How to give accurate
“no-spread readings” And several other advanced
techniques Once you understand all of these things,
you can dowse with the Tarot, work on archaeological
expeditions, work for treasure hunters, work with
stock analysts to predict economic trends, remote
view (we don't call it “spying”), solve any problem,
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design your own spreads and decks, and charge a
LOT more for your services. Advanced Tarot Secrets is
not “yet another book on the Tarot,” it is a Tarot
revolution. This book frees you from the limitations of
old worn-out techniques that create no

Harmonious Tarot
What is Not
This book deconstructs the 22 trumps of the Marseille
Tarot, bringing a fresh and original perspective to
divination. The book aims to inspire both seasoned
and inexperienced diviners.

The Power of the Pips: Courting Numbers
in Cartomancy
In this book, I have provided for both the novice
reader and individuals who have an interest in a
deeper appreciation and understanding of the Tarot of
Marseilles. This includes the Tarot's history and the
rich symbolic significance of the Magdalene heresy
that is embedded into its images. This hidden heresy
relates to the recognition of Mary Magdalene as the
wife of Jesus Christ. This sheds light on the need for
the balance of the Divine Feminine and Divine
Masculine in our World today.

Meditations on the Tarot
Filmmaker Alejandro Jodorowsky’s insights into the
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Tarot as a spiritual path • Works with the original
Marseille Tarot to reveal the roots of Western wisdom
• Provides the key to the symbolic language of the
Tarot’s “nomadic cathedral” • Transforms a simple
divination tool into a vehicle for self-realization and
healing Alejandro Jodorowsky’s profound study of the
Tarot, which began in the early 1950s, reveals it to be
far more than a simple divination device. The Tarot is
first and foremost a powerful instrument of selfknowledge and a representation of the structure of
the soul. The Way of Tarot shows that the entire deck
is structured like a temple, or a mandala, which is
both an image of the world and a representation of
the divine. The authors use the sacred art of the
original Marseille Tarot--created during a time of
religious tolerance in the 11th century--to reconnect
with the roots of the Tarot’s Western esoteric wisdom.
They explain that the Tarot is a “nomadic cathedral”
whose parts--the 78 cards or “arcana”--should always
be viewed with an awareness of the whole structure.
This understanding is essential to fully grasp the
Tarot’s hermetic symbolism. The authors explore the
secret associations behind the hierarchy of the cards
and the correspondences between the suits and
energies within human beings. Each description of the
Major Arcana includes key word summaries, symbolic
meanings, traditional interpretations, and a section
where the card speaks for itself. Jodorowsky and
Costa then take the art of reading the Tarot to a
depth never before possible. Using their work with
Tarology, a new psychological approach that uses the
symbolism and optical language of the Tarot to create
a mirror image of the personality, they offer a
powerful tool for self-realization, creativity, and
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healing.

Tarot De Marseille
Now in a fully corrected edition, one of the true
spiritual classics of the twentieth century. Published
for the first time with an index and Cardinal Hans Urs
von Balthasar’s afterword, this new English
publication of Meditations on the Tarot is the
landmark edition of one of the most important works
of esoteric Christianity. Written anonymously and
published posthumously, as was the author’s wish,
the intention of this work is for the reader to find a
relationship with the author in the spiritual
dimensions of existence. The author wanted not to be
thought of as a personality who lived from 1900 to
1973, but as a friend who is communicating with us
from beyond the boundaries of ordinary life. Using the
22 major arcana of the tarot deck as a means to
explore some of humanity’s most penetrating spiritual
questions, Meditations on the Tarot has attracted an
unprecedented range of praise from across the
spiritual spectrum.

Tarot Card Pack
Trace the hidden history of Tarot in the first volume
from TASCHEN's Library of Esoterica, a series
documenting the creative ways we strive to connect
to the divine. Artfully arranged according to the
sequencing of the Major and Minor Arcana, this visual
compendium gathers more than 500 cards and works
of original art from around the world in
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The Marseille Tarot Revealed
21+1
Discover forgotten divinatory skills, and learn to read
the Tarot with confidence. Not just another Tarot
book, Untold Tarot presents historic styles of reading
little known in the modern era. It teaches traditional
ways of reading used for pre-twentieth-century decks,
drawing upon older cartomantic arts such as blending
and pairing cards, reading lines, and following "line of
sight" to piece together untold stories according to
the direction in which the characters are facing. The
time to rediscover these lost skills is ripe, and the
practical and personal approach presented here
empowers you to read in your own fluid style and
develop a full palette of skills. The book also includes
a selection of card spreads drawn from traditional
French and Italian sources, plus methods of reading
cards based on the author's own extensive research.

The Oracle Travels Light
A reproduction of the 22 trump cards of the Jean
Noblet Tarot de Marseilles with an explanation of the
Hebrew letters, Judaic ritual objects, Torah stories and
Jewish holy days hidden in its images.

The Vampire Tarot
This short history of divination with cards looks at
three main traditions: the French, the British, and the
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Anglo-American gone 'French'. The style is succinct
and personal, with the writing performing on two
levels: the descriptive in a historical context and the
reflective in a contemplative context. In between, the
author offers an original take on how we can think
about the history of divination.

Tarot De Marseille
This is a collection of essays that gathers the voices
of both reputed veteran and young cartomancers. The
book captures the heart of cartomancy through 21+1
snappy rules, delivered with martial arts aplomb in
the form of manifestos. While each fortuneteller
imparts his and her deep wisdom about what works
and what doesn't in any cartomantic session, the idea
is to go beyond the flashy, the verbose, and the
dictatorial, and rather suggest instead what the nerve
of each individual contribution to cartomancy is all
about. As most of the contributors are also artists, this
book showcases their calligraphic and sigil style
artwork.

Tarot De Marseille
Regional traditional witchcraft is an animistic form of
witchcraft that moves away from the religious harvest
festivals and fertility-minded practices associated with
the more common Wiccan form of witchcraft. Very
few of us in this age are farmers or dependent upon
crops and harvests. Regional traditional witchcraft
teaches people to find their craft in their own
backyards, in the uncultivated land or urban cityscape
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alike, and in their ancestors rather than in ancient
foreign deities or in a neopagan-styled religious form
of witchcraft. It's not about where you're from but
where you are. The material is adaptable to any
region in which the practitioner lives. Although the
lack of deity worship and holy days is a significant
part of the authors' nonreligious approach, this book
presents a complete system of practice utilizing ritual,
chant, trance, the six paths of witchcraft as defined
and explained by the text, and the practices
associated with traditional witchcraft.

The Fool's Journey: the History, Art, and
Symbolism of the Tarot
Tarot on Earth
Advanced Tarot Secrets
"A group of travellers chance to meet, first in a castle,
then a tavern. Their powers of speech are magically
taken from them and instead they have only tarot
cards with which to tell their tales. What follows is an
exquisite interlinking of narratives, and a fantastic,
surreal, and chaotic history of all human
consciousness."--Goodreads

Tarot Tracings
This is a book of haiku poems using the Arcades Tarot
as an inspiration.
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Jung and Tarot
★ Check the back cover of the book to preview all the
coloring designs! ★ Are you a fan of tarot cards? Tarot
de Marseille, is one of the standard patterns for the
design of tarot cards. It is a pattern from which many
subsequent tarot decks derive. This coloring book
with black background can relax you after a stressful
day. It's designed to induce the same state as
meditating by reducing the thoughts of a restless
mind. This generates mindfulness and quietness,
which allows your mind to get some rest after a long
day at work. Coloring these designs goes beyond
being a fun activity for relaxation. It"s also a great
exercise that improves motor skills and vision, while
the logic side of the brain helps you stay inside the
lines, choosing colors generates a creative thought
process. You don't have to be an expert artist to
color! If you're looking for an uplifting way to unwind
after a stressful day at work, coloring this book will
surely do the trick. Pick a design that suits your mood
and color it however you like! Details: ◆ Contains 22
unique cards coloring pages. There are NO duplicate
images in this book. ◆ The pages are single-sided to
prevent bleed-through, and so that pages can be
removed and displayed without losing an image on
the back. ◆ The pages are a premium quality, 8.5" x
11" size.

Arcades Tarot
Highly innovative work presenting a piercing
interpretation of the tarot in terms of Jungian
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psychology. Through analogy with the humanities,
mythology and the graphic arts, the significance of
the cards is related to personal growth and
individuation. The major arcana becomes a map of
life, and the hero's journey becomes something that
each individual can relate to the symbolism of the
cards and therefore to the personal life. "Sallie
Nichols, in her profound investigation of Tarot, and
her illuminated exegesis of its pattern as an authentic
attempt at enlargement of the possibilities of human
perceptions has . .. performed an immense service for
analytical psychology. Her book enriches and helps us
to understand the awesome responsibilities laid upon
us by consciousness . On top of it all, she has done
this not in an arid fashion, but as an act of knowing
derived from her own experience of Tarot and its
strangely translucent lights. As a result her book not
only lives but quickens life in whomever it touches."
--from the Introduction by Laurens van der Post

The Qabalistic Tarot
A textbook of mystical philosophy that demonstrates
how to use the tarot for inner development. It
explains the Hermetic Qabalah in terms of the Waite,
Marseilles, Crowley and Golden Dawn decks, and is
illustrated with all four decks.

Reading the Marseille Tarot
A comprehensive guide to the Tarot offers insight into
its history, symbolism, and practical applications,
discussing the cultural influences that shaped its
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evolution while outlining techniques on how to read
and interpret a Tarot card spread. Original. 12,500
first printing.

Reading the Marseille Tarot
This book aims to cover four basic questions: Why do
we read cards? What's so special about the Marseille
Tarot? How can the cards uncover our blind spots?
What does it mean to live a magical life, when we
allow the stories that the cards tell us to offer
solutions to our real problems? The book is also the
first to introduce the readers to the wonderful and
strange cards of Carolus Zoya, a most rare and
unseen Tarot de Marseille deck made in Turin at the
end of 1700.

Besom, Stang & Sword
In TAROLOGY Enrique Enriquez sees the Tarot de
Marseille through the prism and science of
pataphysics, the science of imaginary solutions. By
following into the footsteps of Oulipian writers, he
applies the idea of constraint and the rule of
restriction to the surprisingly visual and gestural
nature of Tarot. The result is not only illuminating but
also enriching for all those interested in the history of
Tarot and its divinatory practices. Enriquez develops a
whole new method of reading cards, which combines
careful considerations of chance with choice. By using
a phenomenological and constructivist approach to
the cards, Enriquez shows how the Tarot de Marseille
speaks poetry and thus reveals some of our deepest
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concerns with language, with what we can say when
we are at a loss for words. --- "In TAROLOGY, going
from pataphysics to poetry, Enrique Enriquez
PERFORMS tarot in a way that is marvelously free of
cultural preconditioning to the workings of myth and
symbol, while at the same time proposing following
the rules of 'watch and learn', 'keep it simple', 'stay
on track', 'be surprised', 'be fearless', and 'let the
image talk the walk'. This is no small achievement."
(Camelia Elias, Professor of American Studies and
Tarot de Marseille Reader)

Marseille Tarot
Psychotherapist and filmmaker Alejandro Jodorowsky
offers strategies for using the power of dreams,
theater, poetry, and shamanism to heal wounds and
overcome psychological challenges.

The Castle of Crossed Destinies
In this guide you will easily learn to identify each card
of the most important Arcana of the Tarot Marseille,
which are the major Arcana. The book is written in a
complete and very simple way, I explain it from my
point of view and from the way in which I learned to
interpret the cards. In this book you can find the
general representation of the Major Arcana: - What do
the characters symbolize? - The importance of the
landscapes and the objects that appear in each card The advice of the Arcana - The people who can
appear in the print of cards- The meaning in general
(love, work, money and health) in positive and in
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negative of each Major Arcana. In a tarot roll the
cards can appear in a vertical or inverted position
(positive or negative), here I give you the meanings
so that you can interpret them in both positions. This
manual will allow you to guide any person as well as
you to guide you in all aspects of your life.

Marseille Tarot Cards Coloring Book for
Adults
The Tarot is steeped in mystery and magic. It's also
an excellent tool for making decisions, forecasting
potential outcomes, and even locating lost objects. In
Tarot on Earth, Tom Benjamin shakes the dust from
these ancient cards and reinvigorates the learning
process with a series of activities that connect cards
to the issues we face in modern life. With lessons on
numerology, mastering the court cards, and creating
narrative out of spreads, you'll learn to conduct more
precise, practical readings, on everything from
cheating lovers to lost objects. This immersive class,
built for beginners and pros alike, will ground your
readings in real life, and help you answer the kinds of
questions most commonly asked of card-slingers at all
levels. Sprinkled with insight from the author's nearly
twenty years working with the cards, Tarot on Earth
offers a fresh approach to a wise and timeless tool.

Universal Tarot of Marseille
This book highlights the importance of reading cards
in context, rather than seeing them as carriers of
inherent signification. The focus is on the pip cards of
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the Marseille Tarot. The style follows the same tone
as in the companion book: The Power of the Trumps:
A Subtle Burst, whose premise is to deconstruct set
cartomantic cliches.

Harmonious Tarot / Tarot de la Armonia
Unravel the Mysteries of the Classic Marseille Tarot
with This Comprehensive, Full-Color Guide Explore the
deep symbolism of a frequently misunderstood deck
and use the cards to answer the important questions
of life. The Marseille Tarot Revealed explains
everything you need to know to start or deepen your
Marseille Tarot practice, including history, decks,
readings, spreads, symbols, and much more. Yoav
Ben-Dov shares the meaning of the Marseille art
motifs and specific reading techniques that can be
used with any tarot deck to help you tap in to your
own intuition. With full-color illustrations and
interpretations for each card, this book is a must-have
for anyone who's interested in one of the world's most
influential decks. Note: This book is comprised of
material previously published as Tarot: The Open
Reading by Yoav Ben-Dov. Classic Marseille Decks
New Marseille Decks The French School The English
School Tarot and the New Age Handling the Cards
Shuffling the Deck How to Read The Meaning of Cards
Basic Spreads Reverse Cards The Symbolic Language

Psychomagic
Torah in the Tarot
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